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Studies on InP Based Heterojunction Solar Cells: InP/ITo
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ITo/InP solar cells were fabricated with ITo films deposited on Zn doped Inp(I00) wafers by, d.c. sputtering. The optimum values bt the physical constantsof the ITO window layers for preparing ITO/lnP solar cells were obtained. Best
cells 

. 
were. produced for ITO. layers sputtered with 7o/o of oxygen and the open

circ_uit 
^ lo^lt"g."s and short circuit cufrents of the devices weie in the rante :

0.65 - 0.70 volt and 25 - 30 mA lcmz respectively with fill factor,' 0.60.

1. TEXT

Amongst different InP based devices,

ITO/InP and (Cd,Zn)S/tnp are considered to
be of much importance due to the fact that
devices with a high ( vt ) lOyo) conversion effi-
ciencies may be produced. In general, Inp
based devices created much interest for the
production of efficient devices for space

applications. ITO/InP solar cell with eff ici-
ency of the order of l9o/o was fabricatedl )

by using a p* InP buffer layer deposited by

MOVPE.

We have reported here the characte-
ristics of ITO/lnP cells produced on Zn doped
( c.s * tl%rn-3) InP wafers. ITo layers were
formed at various partial pressures of oxygen

in order to obtain window layers most suitable
for the preparation of efficient ( n
solar cells. ITO films (gO ,v 160 nm) were
deposited onto the cleaned and etched Inp
surfaces (100) by sputtering of In-Sn alloy

$ wto/o tin) target in argon + oxygen plasma

using a d.c. field (5.5 kV, 50 mA). The oxygen
partial pressure in the chamber was varied
from 2 n L2o/o to obtain device grade ITO films.
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Chamber pressure during deposition of ITO

was maintained at ,- lo- 3 to r., lO- 4 torr
and the rate of deposition was kept within
0.15 +\, 0.20 nm/sec. A maximum of ti k

rise in temperature was observed during sputter-
ing. Devices thus fabricated were characteri-
zed by I-V, C-V, spectral response and surface
photovoltage measurements.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The variation of transmittance and the
absorption coefficient ( d ) with partial pressure
(P) of oxygen indicated that with increase

of P the transmittance (Tr) and electrical
resistivity increase quite rapidly whereas

the absorption coefficient decreases more

or less steadily. So to produce ITO for ITO/lnp
devices, a compromise had to be made between

the transmittance and the resistivity for
the best performance of the cells. The vari-
ation of the band gap (Eopr) of ITO layer
with partial pressure of oxygen was studied.

Figure I shows the I-V plot of a representa-
tive ITO/tnP solar cell with efficiency (n )
nearly ru 12o/o. The cell parameters for d,svices
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Fig. t The I-V plot of an ITO/lnP device.

with efficiencies in the range l0 .\, I2o/o are

shown in table I. It may be noted that the

open circuit voltage (Voc) varied in the range

0.65 - 0.70 volt.

Table - I : Cell parameters of devices

Fig. 2 The variation of V^^ with temperature for

" I"pr"r"ntative ITo/lnP oc device.

In order to study the temperature depen-

dence of the open circuit voltage (Voc), the

I-V plot was recorded in the temperature

range 290K to 350K. FiB. 2 shows the Vo.-T

plot for a representative solar cell. The

linear dependence of Vo. on temperature

could be explained by the following relation,

V =Y T + Boc

where Y is the temperature coefficient of

the open circuit voltage.

The values of Y and B obtained from

the slope and intercept in FiB. 3 are
_a

f .64 x to" V/K and 0.72 volt respectively.

The capacitance (C) versus bias voltage

measurement of ITO/lnP devices was carried

out at a frequency of l0 MHz from +5 to
-5 volt using a CV plotter (Micro Manipulator,

Model 410). It was observed that our data

showed a better linear f it with llcz versus

V plot (fig. , rather than Irc3 versus V

plot. The doping dr:nsity, determined from

the intercept of ftg. 3 indicated good agreement

with the kn.rwn doping density of InP chips

( a- 5 x to '5 .,t,-3). The value of the dif f usion

potential obtained from the intercept of

the above plot was 1.18 V and was in good

agreement with rlhat (t.t+ V ) obtained from

speCtral response (nig. 4) studies.

Cell

No.

VJoc sc
Volt mA/cmZ

FF efficiency
o/o o/o

b5 0.696

I-5BL 0.680

r-5cL 0.650

30.6 56.3

20.0 60.0

25.0 55.0

I1.99

10.05

r0.25

The short circuit current, Jr. QS-IO

mA/cm2) was very much dependent on the

resistivity of ITO layer. The resistivity
( 9 ) and Hall mobility (f ) measurements of

the ITO f ilms producing the most. ef f icient

cell ( qu I2o/o) indicated ? .- z, t63 ohm-cm

and 1* ^t 8 .*ZlV-sec. It was observed that

the f ill factor of our devices varied in the

range of 0.55 to 0.60.
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From th,: above studies on ITO/Inp devices
it was concluded that the intei-face phenomena

in the junction mainly deterrnines the device
parameters and as such the overall performance.
To improve the cell charactef istics further,
a clear understanding of the defect states
at the interface which controls the recombi-
nation of carriers, is required.
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_!q.,3. IIC' versus V (reverse bias voltage) of an
ITO/lnP device.

The parameters of ITO/lnp solar cells
with high efficiency ( ) l07o) were compared

with those obtained by others, from which
it was observed that the most encouraging
values of vl r.r 16.50/o with Jr. (- 27.g4 mn/c*2)
and FF ( * 74.8o/o) were obtained by Coutts
et. all). We have obtained Jr.- 30.6 mA 1. 2

for our best device for which Vo. (- 0.695V)

is less than that reported by Coutts et. al
(- 0.758 V).
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Fig. 4 Spectral response of an ITO/lnp device.
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